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Kia ora (welcome) to our Grande Galactic Transcription Orchestre, in energy creation as we 
flow like wai (water) over a stone, polishing our musical scores into rivers of creation. This 
guide is for anyone who wishes to join us in co-creating transcriptions of PanTerra D’Oro 
Private Society, Kingdom of David, or D’Vida Private Society documents, in remembrance 
and honour of our brother Christian Roger, House of Ouellet, our Orchestre Rainbow Scribe, 
who began this work and inspired us to continue with his legacy. 

Our mission here is to transcribe videos into written English for those PanTerra members 
who like to print the information, follow along with the videos, and keep the information 
handy for the future.  This also makes it possible to translate into other languages for the 
benefit of members whose native language is not English. 
 
It is my role as the Conductor (team leader) to create harmony ‘n’ melody with flow for all 
our Orchestre players in Waiata (song), as we, the Orchestre players, transform the vocal 
words into written words for the world of aroha (love) and peace.  The process we make up 
as we go, and we have a little fun along the path. 
 
As the Conductor, I encourage everyone here as part our Grande-Galactic-Transcription-
Orchestre-of -Togetherness to upload or provide a link to your favourite musical expression 
in Musica, sound healing, inspirational lyrics, in the Transcription Team chat for all our 
orchestre players to hear, as you complete a (Word document file) into a musical score as we 
create our never ending scroll of sheet music for future generations to read as the new 
architecture of the universe ‘Musica is one universal language that connects all walks of 
life to live in full expression’.   
 
As we create our musical scores in togetherness, we become one like water moving in 
harmony as if we are real musicians in a collective global stream of musical expression.  



 
Sometimes we need to re-connect and ‘kick off our rubber-soled insulated shoes’.  This 
rubber disconnects us from ‘being in the scared moment of now’. Letting us return to the 
inner child of smiling, singing ‘n’ dancing with bare feet to the rythmo (rhythm) of 
Papatunuku (Mother Earth)! 
 
Christian’s legacy lives here forever as our Rainbow scribe as a Traveller in Multi 
Dimensions as Wairua (Spirit). 
 
I dedicate this song to Christian Roger, House of Ouellet:   

 https://youtu.be/1-r56pnfZ5E 

Peace ‘n’ aroha, 

Richard_1811 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/1-r56pnfZ5E


 

This Day is all about celebrating Christian…I’m just going to express how the creation of 
the Orchestre become into being, I first saw Christian on ‘Get Real with Teal’ and noticed 
Christian’s unique style ‘n’ character in expression in the general chats with his style of 
comedy and his original music.                                                                                                                       
Christian reached out to me on keybase through Team Buddy, We instantly connected 
through Music with a shared interest of an artist Christian noticed hanging on my wall of 
Grace Jones from a zoom call, it was from here we both started to share artists and 
connecting of which Christian done with many other members, we only had a small window 
of communication of less than two months in which I stepped up to help Christian with 
transcriptions and got to complete one, I sent it back on May the 16th and waited to hear 
back from Christian about the transcription I completed, I had no reply, thinking to myself 
it must have many mistakes and errors? 
A few days later Ken announced that Christian had left his body and the tributes started 
coming from the members in the chats that Christian connected with. 

One month went by, during that month I kept thinking about Christian and watching the 
‘Get Real with Teal’ series again starting to understand what Christian ‘n’ Andrea were 
saying about programs, fight, or flight on a deeper level. From there I started to see some of 
my programs within myself that needed deleted, as Andrea would say “AI Jukebox 
programs” 

It wasn’t until June 9th I sent my one and only completed Transcription that Christian 
asked me to do into Jolly, from there jolly asked me if I could help with the transcriptions 
and I said to myself, I’m going to carry on Christian’s legacy with the transcriptions and 
create a special day of celebration come the 19th May 2022 one year on, for our Rainbow 
Scribe Christian Roger, House of Ouellet. 

From here to now we are creating a Gemstone University Page for all our PTDO members 
in remembrance that I asked Andrea to give nomenclature and bring into creation a name 
for our GU page called “Celebrating PTDO Members -Travellers in Multi Dimensions” thus 
being in perfect alignment with our Rainbow Scribe of our Orchestre ‘n’ foreverness in 
multi-dimensional remembrance records. 

 

 


